Support system for safe driving heavily depends on global navigation satellite system. Pseudoranges between satellites and vehicles are measured to compute vehicles' positions and their relative positions. In urban areas, however, multipath errors (MPEs) in pseudoranges, caused by obstruction and reflection of roadside buildings, greatly degrade the precision of relative positions. On the other hand, simply removing all reflected signals might lead to a shortage of satellites in fixing positions. In our previous work, we suggested solving this dilemma by cooperative relative positioning (CoRelPos) which exploits spatial correlation of MPEs. In this paper, we collected the trace data of pseudoranges by driving cars in urban areas, analyzed the properties of MPEs (specifically, their dependency on signal strength, elevation angles of satellites, and receivers' speeds), and highlighted their spatial correlation. On this basis, the CoRelPos scheme is refined by considering the dynamics of MPEs. Evaluation results under practical vehicular scenarios confirm that properties of MPEs can be exploited to improve the precision of relative positions.
Introduction
The rapid and wide spread of motor vehicles after World War II has greatly changed human society. On one hand, it frees common people from the limitations of their geography and facilitates remote travel. On the other hand, it also brings some undesirable consequences such as vehicle accidents, which often lead to severe body injuries or even the loss of precious lives. To reduce vehicle accidents, many efforts have been devoted to support systems for safe driving, from two aspects. (i) Each vehicle independently detects the presence of nearby vehicles by using cameras or radars. But this fails to work when the line of sight (LOS) path between vehicles is obstructed. (ii) Vehicles cooperate to measure their distances, which relies on global navigation satellite system (GNSS) [1] and intervehicle communications (IVC) [2] . In this system, each vehicle receives positioning signals from satellites, measures the pseudoranges between itself and satellites, and on this basis computes its own position. Each vehicle further exchanges its own position and moving speed with nearby vehicles via IVC. Based on current positions and moving speeds of two vehicles, their distance (relative position) several seconds later is estimated, and the driver is warned in case a collision is predicted to happen. Such applications have been extensively evaluated in the ASV4 (advanced safety vehicle) experiments in Japan [3] . In our previous work, we found that although the real-time delivery of position information can be realized [4] , the precision of position remains a big problem, especially in urban areas. How to improve the precision of relative position is the focus of this paper.
Positioning precision of GNSS might be degraded by several factors: clock and orbital errors of GNSS satellites, propagation delay caused by the atmosphere (ionosphere, troposphere), obstruction and reflection of roadside buildings, and clock error and thermal noise at a GNSS receiver.
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Among these factors, propagation delay due to atmosphere is known to have spatial correlation and can be mitigated by ground based augmentation systems such as DGPS (differential global positioning system) [1] or space-based augmentation systems (SBAS).
Accurately measuring pseudoranges between vehicles and satellites usually requires a LOS path. In urban areas, however, the LOS path might be obstructed by roadside buildings, and then a GNSS receiver receives a reflected signal instead. The extended propagation length of a positioning signal due to reflections, compared with the LOS path, is called a multipath error (MPE) . MPE, which only occurs in vehicles but not in reference stations installed in an open sky environment, can hardly be mitigated by DGPS and remains the largest error source in urban areas. Therefore, many efforts have been devoted to remove reflected signals before fixing absolute positions, including antenna design, correlator refinement (narrow correlator [5] , early-late slope correlator [6] , and strobe correlator [7] ), modulation design (binary offset carrier in modern GPS [8] ), carrier smoothing (Hatch filter [9] ), signal separation (multipath estimating delay lock loop [10] , spatial sampling via antenna array [11] ), and detection of LOS path (using a 3D GIS database [12] or an omnidirectional infrared camera [13] ). Removing all reflected signals, however, might lead to a shortage of satellites in fixing positions because few satellites are directly visible to vehicles in urban canyons.
Relative position between two vehicles plays a more important role than their absolute positions in avoiding collision accidents. In addition, computing relative positions needs the cooperation between vehicles. Vehicles, forming a network, can cooperate to improve positioning precision [14] , using both intra-and intervehicle measurements. The latter requires a ranging capability in IVCs, which is absent in vehicular communication protocols such as 802.11p [15] . Instead of directly exchanging position information, it is suggested in [16] that each vehicle exchange its measured pseudoranges with nearby vehicles so that relative position is computed by using positioning signals from common satellites. But how to handle MPEs and how to deal with GNSS outage are left untouched. A GNSS outage occurs when the number of satellites is insufficient for fixing positions. This problem is usually solved by using an inertial navigation system (INS) with a gyroscope and accelerometers [17] . It is also possible to realize a tight integration of GNSS and INS by a single Kalman filter [18, 19] . As for vehicular networks, a car speed can be estimated from speed pulses instead of using accelerometers.
In our previous work [20] , we assumed local spatial correlation of MPEs by the following reasoning: usually higher precision of relative positions is required when intervehicle distances get shorter; on the other hand, nearby receivers have similar spatial propagation environments and their MPEs are correlated; for example, MPEs in the pseudoranges at car and car in Figure 1 are almost the same. On this basis, we extended the DGPS concept and suggested a cooperative relative positioning (CoRelPos) scheme, using correlated information from common satellites, including reflected signals, to accurately compute relative positions. Initial results, where two receivers were installed on stationary cars or on one moving car, were reported.
In this work, we installed GNSS receivers on different cars and collected the trace data of pseudoranges by driving cars in urban areas. Based on these experimental data, we analyzed the properties of MPEs (specifically, their dependency on signal strength, elevation angles of satellites, and receivers' moving speed) and, most importantly, highlighted their spatial correlation. On this basis, the CoRelPos scheme is refined by considering the dynamics of MPEs. Evaluation results under practical vehicular scenarios confirm that properties of MPEs can be exploited to improve the precision of relative positions.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly introduces the CoRelPos scheme [20] . Section 3 describes the experiment setup. Then, experimental results of MPEs are analyzed in Section 4. On this basis, the CoRelPos scheme is refined in Section 5, and positioning results are presented in Section 6. Finally, we conclude the paper with Section 7.
Brief Introduction of the CoRelPos Scheme
The basic idea of CoRelPos [20] is to use all correlated signals at two vehicles, including reflected ones, in fixing their relative position. To this end, each vehicle measures pseudoranges and exchanges with nearby vehicles via IVCs. Then, each vehicle selects signals with high correlation and uses them to compute relative positions.
A pseudorange ( ) between satellite = , and receiver = , is expressed as [1] 
Assume satellite has a large elevation angle so its signal is directly received by both receivers without MPEs; that is, ( ) = ( ) = 0. Then, the MPE difference with respect to satellite can be estimated by
( ) and ( ) are regarded as being spatially correlated if 
The measurement data
, ;
, ; . . .] and receiver speed k , and is indirectly associated with the state X , by the following equation ( , = [ (1) , ; (2) , ; . . .] is the true distance, g , and G , are flags indicating whether a satellite is GPS or GLONASS, and , is a measurement error):
Y , can be linearized near a state X , , where a small change X , leads to a change
With the variance matrix of w , −1 and , being Q and R, respectively, the process of updating state X , and its variance P , for a receiver = , using pseudoranges of satellites in S is briefly described below as three main steps [17] . 
(2) Pseudorange estimation:
, is estimated from 
The above Kalman filtering process is divided into two parts to accomplish both correlation detection of MPEs and position computation.
Correlation detection of MPEs involves three steps.
(i) For each common satellite in S, if its elevation angle is above a threshold (e.g., 50 ∘ ) or the SNR at both receivers is above a threshold (e.g., 44 dB), it is added to a set S ; otherwise, it is added to a set S . The thresholds are selected based on some initial analysis of the experiment data. Satellites in S are regarded as being reliable without MPEs and used in estimating current receiver positions, which are further used to detect correlation of MPEs of satellites in S C .
(ii)
Step 1 
Experiment Setup
In the experiments, we used two types of receivers, -receiver (NovAtel OEM6) and -receiver ( -blox EVK-6T), and two cars. As shown in Figure 2 , two -receivers ( 1 , 3 ) and two -receivers ( 1 , 3 ) are installed on car 1; one -receiver ( 2 ) and one -receiver ( 2 ) are installed on car 2. Most of the time, two cars are driven along the same lane in a platoon, although they might temporarily change lanes, wait for signals at intersections, or be separated by other vehicles. In this way, we investigate the spatial correlation of MPEs at different interreceiver distances under practical vehicular scenarios.
In the experiment, car speed is obtained from the vehicle engine via the CAN-BUS (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ CAN bus), and a fibre optic gyroscope is used to estimate car's moving direction. From GNSS receivers, both pseudoranges and carrier phases are obtained and recorded. Receivers' positions, fixed by offline RTK-GPS processing with carrier phases [22] , are used as ground truth. In the evaluation, pseudorange data of L1-code is used to compute relative positions between receivers.
Statistics of Multipath Error
In the analysis of MPE ( ) (in the pseudorange between receiver and satellite ), a nearby reference station is used as receiver . As the reference station is set up in an open sky environment, its MPE of satellite , ( ) , is zero. Then, (3) is simplified as
by which ( ) can be estimated. In the following, basic properties of MPE are first presented, and then, spatial correlation between MPEs at two receivers is analyzed.
Basic Properties of MPE.
CDFs (cumulative distribution function [23] ) of MPEs of two types of receivers are shown in Figure 3 . For either receiver, MPEs in pseudoranges can be as large as 100 m. The two types of receivers have different properties: -receivers try to improve the precision of pseudoranges while -receivers aim to improve the sensitivity. Accordingly, their MPEs also have different properties. Compared with -receivers, -receivers generally have larger MPEs. With a threshold 2.5 m, 78% MPEs of receivers are less than this threshold, while this probability decreases to 0.52 for -receivers.
MPEs in pseudoranges are mainly caused by the reflection of positioning signals. In addition, a reflected signal, attenuated by each reflection, tends to have lower SNR (signalto-noise ratio). Therefore, there is some correlation between MPEs and SNR. CDFs of MPEs, under different SNRs, are shown in The elevation angles of satellites affect the HDOP (horizontal dilution of precision), which is further associated with the positioning precision. In addition, the probability that a positioning signal is obstructed and reflected increases when the elevation angle decreases. Therefore, MPEs are correlated with elevation angles of satellites. CDFs of MPEs, under different elevation angles, are shown in Figure 5 . Generally, when elevation angle of a satellite is high (elevation angle ≥ 60), its MPE is very small. Hence, a satellite with a high elevation angle can be used as a reference satellite in estimating MPEs of other satellites. MPEs get larger as elevation angles decrease. At low elevation angles, -receivers tend to have larger MPEs than -receivers. This is because -receivers have higher sensitivity. Then, positioning signals with multiple reflections can be received as well, which contributes to large MPEs.
There is also some correlation between MPEs and moving speeds. Figure 6 shows CDFs of MPEs under different speeds. MPEs tend to have large values at low speeds. This can be explained as follows: GNSS receivers use tracking loop to track positioning signals; at low speeds, even a reflected positioning signal is relatively stable for some period, and it can enter the tracking loop of a receiver; at higher speeds, however, this becomes less possible.
Correlation between MPEs.
Next, we investigate the correlation between MPEs at different interreceiver distances. Here, 1 − 3 , 1 − 3 are installed on the same car and regarded as pairs of receivers with a short distance (about 1.5 m). 1 − 2 , 1 − 2 are installed on different cars and regarded as pairs of receivers with a long distance, whose CDF is shown in Figure 7 . The median distance is aound 10 m and the average distance is 19.4 m.
In the following analysis, we focus on the satellites where either or both receivers have nonnegligible MPEs (MPE ≥ 5 m). In other words, satellites that are directly visible to both receivers (MPE ≈ 0) are not involved in the analysis.
As for MPEs of noncommon satellites, common satellites, and MPE difference of common satellites, their CDFs are International Journal of Navigation and Observation computed and shown in Figure 8 . This figure reveals the following points.
(i) Under all cases, a MPE difference is much less than that of original MPEs. In other words, the concept of DGPS applies to two adjacent receivers since their MPEs can be cancelled by the differential operation.
(ii) The probability that a MPE difference is below a threshold (e.g., 10 m in Figure 8 ) is less than 1. Therefore, noncorrelated MPEs do exist, and some mechanisms are necessary to mitigate them.
(iii) As the interreceiver distance increases (e.g., (a) to (b) for -receiver, (c) to (d) for -receiver), the probability that a MPE difference is below a threshold (e.g., 10 m) decreases. In other words, correlation between MPEs is inversely related with the interreceiver distance.
(iv) Compared with -receivers, -receivers tend to have lower correlation in MPEs (e.g., (a) to (c) where receivers are on the same car, (b) to (d) where receivers are on different cars).
(v) MPEs of common satellites are less than that of noncommon satellites. This is because a positioning signal is more likely a reflected one when it is only received by one receiver. The result in Figure 8 is summarized in Table 1 . The probabilities that a MPE difference is below a certain threshold (5 m or 10 m) are computed for different interreceiver distances (short distance, long distance) and different types of receivers ( -receiver, -receiver). With a relatively high probability, two receivers (especially -receivers) have a correlation in their MPEs, although this correlation decreases at longer distances.
We further study the correlation between MPEs by investigating the distribution of MPE pairs (two MPEs at two receivers). Their normalized histograms are shown in Figure 9 . In Figures 9(a) and 9(c), two receivers are installed in the same car with a short distance, and most MPE pairs lie along the diagonal of the horizontal axis. As the interreceiver distance increases (from (a) to (b) or from (c) to (d)), the peaks of histogram decrease and points are spread in a wider area. Even in this case, there is still a high probability that MPE pairs are near the diagonal, which confirm the correlation between MPEs, though the probability is less compared with that at a shorter distance. Again, MPEs of receivers tend to have higher correlation than those of receivers.
There are some points on either axis, which indicates that MPE is only found at one receiver, but with a negligible value at the other receiver. This corresponds to the case of car and car in Figure 1 . In this case, the MPEs have low correlation, and the associated common satellite should be removed before fixing relative positions. The probabilities associated with this case are shown in the last two rows of Table 1 .
As discussed before, the distribution of MPEs depends on moving speeds of receivers. A natural question is whether the correlation in MPEs is affected by speeds as well. We computed MPE difference of two receivers, when both speeds are less than 0.1 km/h or both are greater than 10 km/h (we did so because two receivers have different speeds in the long distance case). The CDFs of MPE of receivers are shown in Figure 10 , which shows a clear distinction between the MPE distributions under low and high speeds.
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Refining the CoRelPos Scheme
Here, we further refine the CoRelPos scheme by considering the dynamics of MPEs.
A Kalman filter is used to combine the predicted position (based on previous position and speed) and measured pseudoranges to estimate the receiver position. Both predicted position and pseudoranges have a variance indicating their potential errors. From these variances, a Kalman gain is computed, and the new position is computed as the weighted sum of predicted position and the prediction error. The precision of predicted position depends on the accuracy of moving speed. It will have a larger weight when the prediction variance (indirectly, the speed variance) is small; on the other hand, the prediction error (pseudoranges) should have a large weight when the pseudoranges have small variances.
Typically, fixed variances are assigned for pseudoranges and moving speeds. But in the above analysis, we find that MPEs are related with speeds, besides elevation angles of satellites. Therefore, the variances of pseudoranges and speeds are adjusted as follows.
(i) A small variance for pseudoranges at a high speed and a large variance at a low speed: in other words, reflected positioning signals will be more leveraged at higher speeds. This is based on the relationship between MPE difference and speeds shown in Figure 10 . (ii) A large variance for speed when the moving direction changes, a small variance otherwise, and 0 variance when the receiver stops (when speed pulse gets equal to 0): in our analysis, we found that the estimation error of speed tends to be higher when the moving direction changes. In addition, when a receiver (car) comes to a stop, reflected positioning signals not received in the moving period start to be received, but with large noncorrelated MPEs. In such cases, it is more reliable to trust the speed (with 0 variance).
This refined CoRelPos scheme is called CoRelPos+. As analyzed in [20] , there is a high correlation in MPEs when two vehicles run on the same road and share the same reflective surface. In this case, reflected signals, being correlated, can be leveraged in relative positioning. On the other hand, when two vehicles run on different roads and have different reflective surfaces, the correlation in their MPEs will be low. Then, most reflected signals, being noncorrelated, will be removed, although the shortage of satellites remains.
In conventional positioning schemes, a vehicle computes its own absolute position independent of other vehicles, and the computation time per epoch, CONV = 1 + 2 , is mainly composed of two parts, 1 for computing satellite positions and 2 for computing the vehicle position. In CoRelPos(+), a vehicle computes the relative position of each of its adjacent neighbors, but the satellite positions are computed only once. For each neighbor, predicting the position per vehicle via Kalman filtering takes a time 3 and the total time for a pair of vehicles is 2 3 ; the correlation detection in MPEs takes a time 4 , and finally computing the pair of positions again using correlated signals roughly takes a time 2 3 . Altogether, the computation cost per pair of vehicles is CoRelPos = 1 +4 3 + 4 , where 4 is relatively small compared with 3 and can be neglected. Then, the total computation cost per vehicle per epoch will be 1 + ⋅ 4 3 , linearly increasing with . In the prototype testbed we built using the free software RTKLIB [22] , the parameters 1 and CONV are equal to 0.34 ms and 0.73 ms, respectively, and CoRelPos is equal to 1.51 ms. Accordingly, the computation time of CoRelPos(+) under neighbors is equal to 0.39 + 1.12 ms.
The precision of relative positions only gets important when the intervehicle distance gets short. This can be used to reduce the computation cost and CoRelPos(+) works as follows: each vehicle always performs conventional positioning schemes and gets a rough estimation of distances to nearby vehicles; when the distance to an adjacent vehicle gets less than a threshold (e.g., less than 50 m), an instance of CoRelPos(+) is started for accurate relative positioning; in this way, each vehicle only needs to compute the relative positions for a small number (a small ) of its adjacent vehicles. Further reduction of the computation cost is left as a future work.
A Short Comparison.
In the experiment, we will evaluate five schemes, as follows.
(i) -receiver: the relative position is directly computed from the positions output by -receivers. There is no (ii) CommSat: only satellites commonly available to both receivers are used, the same as in DGPS.
(iii) KF+CommSat: based on CommSat, a Kalman filter (speed information) is used to smooth the positions. This represents an implementation of state-of-the-art positioning methods.
(iv) CoRelPos [20] : based on KF+CommSat, pseudoranges with noncorrelated MPEs are removed before fixing positions.
(v) CoRelPos+: the refined CoRelPos scheme.
A comparison of these schemes is listed in Table 2 . These schemes implement part or all of the four features, Comm.
(using common satellites), KF (using a Kalman filter), Corr.
(conducting correlation detection of MPEs), and Dyna.
(considering MPE dynamics).
Results of Positioning
The evaluation of CoRelPos was conducted in [20] by setting two receivers on stationary cars or on one car with a short interreceiver distance. In this work, we installed two receivers on two separate cars with a longer interreceiver distance, aiming to make the experiment scenario as practical as possible. With the collected data of pseudoranges and car speeds, we fixed the relative positions offline and computed the distribution of horizontal positioning errors by comparing with the ground truth. As -receivers have quite complex properties in their MPEs, in the following, we mainly use the data of -receivers, which have shown higher correlation in MPEs. Three scenarios and their relative positioning errors are shown in Figures 11, 12, and 13 , respectively, where the experiment was done in January 2014. In all three scenarios, CoRelPos can effectively reduce the positioning errors compared with other schemes. The positioning precision is further improved by CoRelPos+. The positioning error is especially small in scenario 3, which can be explained as follows: in scenarios 1 and 2, the cars are driven in an area (Yaesu near Tokyo station) with high buildings on the roadsides; the number of directly visible satellites is small; in addition, there are frequent changes in the moving direction of receivers; in scenario 3 cars are driven from Yaesu to the Etchujima Island, and there are fewer tall buildings on roadsides and fewer changes in moving directions.
Positioning precision depends on the constellation of satellites, which is time-variant. Figure 14 shows the CDFs of horizontal, relative positioning errors around Yaesu, but on a different day in October 2013. This reflects a similar trend as in Figures 11, 12 , and 13.
The RMS (root mean square) errors of five schemes, under four scenarios, are further summarized in Table 3 . Compared with directly using -receivers, coordinating receivers to use common satellites usually can reduce the errors. Exceptions do exist (e.g., scenario 1) because fewer satellites are available in the latter case. This is also confirmed by Table 4 , which indicates that CommSat usually has a low rate of fixing positions. Combining position prediction with satellite positioning via KF+CommSat can reduce the outage and further reduce the errors, but its effect is limited by the MPEs. Removing noncorrelated MPEs, CoRelPos can greatly International Journal of Navigation and Observation 
Conclusion
Precision positioning in urban canyons remains a challenge due to the obstructions and reflections of roadside buildings.
In this paper, analysis of experiment data reveals different properties of MPEs, especially their spatial correlation in local areas and the dependency of MPE correlations on moving speeds. Considering the dynamics of MPE helps further improve positioning precision. The evaluation of relative positioning by using two receivers on two cars makes the proposed scheme one step towards practical applications.
In the future, we will continue the studies of the -receivers which have more complex properties of MPEs.
